Along with the development of this era, in the computerization's era is so rapidly, there are many things or areas of life which grow up as well,both the area of technology and information. In the online admission, is needed to upload a photo of prospective students. To preventan uploading which not corresponding with context and suitability of image resolution which uploaded, that's why, it's needed to detect a face for making face photo of prospective students whois really quality. Face detection on digital image which is doneby methode of haarcascade,which is able to detect area of face on the picture to get a result. The result of trial produces the size of cropping of faceonthe picture is many defferences which corresponding with a picture which has tried.The writter is interested in making an aplication program by programming C++ dengan judul" ANALYSIS' PROCESSING OF CITRA DIGITAL FOR DETECTING FACE PHOTO BY METHODE HAARCASCADE" This aplication can be expected which implemented in Admission of new students) Unisba Balitar.
INTRODUCTION.
The development of processing on image processing holds an important role which in the processing is not only giving efects which becoming an imageis morwartistic, howeverit must be able to repair a quality from image itself. Processing animage is really enough used in a dialy activities, that's why, the picture will become more clear. Processing imageis not without computer, in order to spur the company's computer for improving the quality of making a soft device for processing image.
Processing image is processing and analysis an image which involve a visual perception. This process has feature input data and information which shaped an image. The term of digital imagel processing is defined by processing if two-dimensional images with computer. In a boarder definition, digital image processing is cuppinh all of two-dimentional datas.
digital image isreal or complex linewhichis representedby certain bits. In general, the shape of digital image is rectangle or squares (on some JOSAR, Vol. 
METHODS

A. Literature review
There are some researches which related about researching of essayit's based on some researchings else which have been done before, there areRahmat Budiman, Rita Magdalena, Purba Daru Kusuma (2008)
image processingfor system can "see" information which is in the system.
One of improving an image processingisin the system of face recognition (face recognition). The problem which often appears on face recognition is the problem about differences amount of image training. To handle itused system kernel is likein methode Kernel Direct Discriminant Analysis (KDDA). In this methode, the mistake is hoped to detect a face which is defferences amount a image to be able be minimalized. In the last duty is used algoritma KDDA bykernel polinomial. Facial recognition system that made efficient,so it can do fast (realtime). In this final duty is using Visual JOSAR, Vol. 
1) System
Jogiyanto H.M (2000: 683) [2] , "System is something which there are two or more componen or subsystem which interecting for one purpose."
While according to Nugroho (2004:1),system is a part of componen which interacting that the function is collecting, processing, saving dan distrubting information to back deciding of making up and supervisor within in organization.
2) Data collecting
Data is from DATUM which is material or fact collectong used for the need for analysis, discussed, scientific presentation, or statistict test. 
1) The resolusi pixel
There are three aspects that determine the quality of photo images.is, resolution, lens optics, and processor capabilities. The number of pixels the camera is listed is biodegradable or visible to the computer when purchased. The number of pixels affects the quality of the image.
The larger the resolution, the more expensive it will cost. Nevertheless, there are other factors that determine the price. The latest camera is always followed by the addition of the number of resolutions. The latest output camera has a higher resolution than the previous output. for one mega piksel, amount of pixel in the photo area is one million pixel of bicubic.one million pixel can fill field area by order of 900 width contents and 1200 long sides by 3,4 rectangular ratio.
2) Open CV
Open CV (Open Computer Vision) is and API (Application 
3) Programming language
Programming language C++ is programming computer which is C lamguage is supporting with Object Oriented Programming). The differences between programming language C and C++ although the languages is using di tax of the same but they have the differences, C is prosedur of programming language, solving a problem is used by deviding the problem in the subproblem which is smaller, C++ is programming language which has programming character oriented objek, for finishing a problem, C++ does the first step by explining classes which is small class made before as abstract from objects, Class contain with condition of object, the members and abilities from their object, after being Class used and the problem broken by class.
DISCUSSION
The application is designed by using library Open CV 2.4.10 to facilitate and speed up in the processing picture.by using library this app beome easy to implement.the following scenario is the design flow of program use in the manufacture of the application : 
